


























































































































































































OF #HANGAN 8IÁAN	 SPILLING OUT INTO THE 4ARIM "ASIN %AST 4URKISTAN NOW
















BY !NNA !KASOY ON 4IBET IN )SLAMIC GEOGRAPHY AND CARTOGRAPHY WHAT NAMES
DIDTHE!RABICAUTHORITIESHAVE FOR4IBETANDWHAT LANDDIDTHEYMEANWHEN
THEYREFERREDTOÀ4UBBATÁWHICHISTAKENTOBETHE!RABICEQUIVALENTTO4IBET	
(OW DID THEY OBTAIN THEIR INFORMATION !ND DID THEIR KNOWLEDGE OF THE AREA
CHANGEOVERTIME4HEPRIMARYAIMOFTHEARTICLEISTOTRACETHETRADITIONOFTHE





































Ԣ0ELLIOT 4IB  L #LAUSON BASING HIMSELF ON OLD 4URKIC INSCRIPTIONS INFERS
THATTHEREFERENCETOTHETAZHIGIN0ELLIOTREFERSTO!RABSANDNOTTO0ERSIANS	3EE





Ԣ'ZA 5RAY À4IBETÁS #ONNECTIONS WITH .ESTORIANISM AND -ANICHEISMÁ IN %RNST
3TEINKELLNER AND (ELMUT 4AUSCHER EDS	 #ONTRIBUTIONS ON 4IBETAN ,ANGUAGE (ISTORY AND
#ULTUREVOL6IENNA	PPATP5RAYDISCUSSESANOTHEREARLYEIGHTH









! SIGNIÎCANT CONTACT WITH -USLIMS WAS THROUGH NEIGHBOURING +ASHMIR
3OMANY-USLIMSHADARRIVEDIN4IBETTHROUGHPLYINGTHEIRTRADEVIA+ASHMIR




+ASHMIR HAD ALREADY BEEN AN IMPORTANT CULTURAL JUNCTION IN THE SEVENTH
AND EIGHTH CENTURIES WHEN "UDDHIST SCRIPTURES AND SCIENTIÎC WORKS WERE
TRANSMITTED FROM THERE BOTH TO 4IBET AND TO THE EMERGING )SLAMIC CULTURE
4HISISTHESUBJECTOFTHEARTICLEBY+EVINVAN"LADEL"ARMAKTHEFATHEROFTHE
"ARMAKIDFAMILYWASANEDUCATED"UDDHISTOխCIALFROM4OKHARISTAN"ACTRIA	
AN AREA WHERE "UDDHISM AND ITS RELATED 3ANSKRIT SCIENCES ÏOURISHED AT THE
TIMETHE!RABSARRIVED4HEFAMILYTHENBECAMEVERYIMPORTANTINTHE!BBASID
COURT IN "AGHDAD AND THE "ARMAKÁS GRANDSON 9A ?Yã BECAME THE TUTOR AND
THEN THE POWERFUL MINISTER OF THE CALIPH (ãRŊN AL2ASHčD REG 	 6AN
"LADELDEMONSTRATESHOWASARESULTOF9A ?YãÁS"UDDHISTROOTSANDHISFAMILY
TIES WITH 4OKHARISTAN AND +ASHMIR 9A ?Yã FACILITATED A SUBSTANTIAL TRANSLATION
ENTERPRISEFROM3ANSKRITTO!RABICINTHE#ALIPHÁSCOURT!MAJOROUTCOMEOFTHIS
ENTERPRISEWASTHEMONUMENTALTRANSLATIONOFTHE)NDIANMEDICALCLASSICSINTO
!RABICTHE3UĺRUTATHE! ? ?A ?GAH 鬀dAYASA ?HITãOF6ãGBHA ?AANDTHE3IDDHASãRAOF
2AVIGUPTA4HESESAMETEXTSWEREALSOTRANSLATEDINTO4IBETANASHORTWHILELATER






!NOTHER OUTCOME OF THE COEXISTENCE OF "UDDHISTS AND -USLIMS IN #ENTRAL
!SIA ISDISCUSSEDBY#HRISTOPHER"ECKWITHWHOSUGGESTS THAT THEADOPTIONOF
THE SCHOLASTIC METHOD IN THE )SLAMIC WORLD WAS A RESULT OF THE CONVERSION OF
THE #ENTRAL !SIAN "UDDHIST VIHãRAS MONASTIC COLLEGES	 INTO )SLAMIC MADRASAS












THEMOST IMPORTANTOF )BN3čNãÁSWORKS FROM!RABIC INTO,ATINANDCOINCIDED
WITHTHETRANSMISSIONOFTHEMADRASATO%UROPEASTHECOLLEGE








-ELIKIAN#HIRVANI DISCUSSES THREE TYPES OF SILVER WINE BANQUET VESSELS MADE
























































































PROCEEDED FROM "AGHDAD TO 0ERSIA TO 3HIRAZ 'HAZNA AND 3AMARKAND &ROM
THEREHESAYSÀITISFOURDAYSTO4IBETWHICHISTHELANDWHEREMUSKISFOUND
INITSFORESTSÁ
! MEDIEVAL MAP IN THE !RABIC "OOK OF #URIOSITIES WRITTEN IN %GYPT IN THE
ELEVENTH CENTURY DISCUSSED IN THE )SLAM AND 4IBET CONFERENCE BY 9OSSEF
2APOPORTFOLLOWSWHATSEEMSTOBEATRADEROUTEWHICHBEGINSIN)NDIAGOESTO
4IBETANDFROMTHERETO#HINA4HISNOTONLYHIGHLIGHTSTHEPLACEOF4IBETALONG






IN MEDICINE AND IN PERFUMERY 4HIS IS THE FOCUS OF !NYA +INGÁS CONTRIBUTION
7EKNOWTHATMUSKFROM4IBETWASTRADEDANDUSEDINTHE.EAR%ASTANDTHE
-EDITERRANEANFROMASEARLYASTHETHIRDCENTURY#%-USKAPPEARSASAHIGHLY





Ԣ"ENJAMIN OF 4UDELA FOL IN 4HE )TINERARY OF "ENJAMIN OF 4UDELA ED AND TRANS
-ARCUS.ATHAN!DLER,ONDON	







































Ԣ!NNA !KASOY AND 2ONIT 9OELI4LALIM À!LONG THE -USK 2OUTES 4RANSMISSIONS















4IBET 5YGHUR AS WELL AS OTHER PEOPLE LIKE THE 4URKS !RABS AND &RANKS ARE
BEFOREOUREYESINLARGENUMBERSANDEVERYONEOFTHEMHASBOOKSCONTAINING
THEHISTORYCHRONOLOGYANDRELIGIOUSTHOUGHTOFTHOSECOUNTRIESÉ
)N ADDITION TO THE MORE WELLKNOWN ASSOCIATION OF 1UBILAI +HAN WITH 4IBETAN
"UDDHISM THROUGH THE 3A SKYA 0A ? mITA WE NOW ALSO HAVE EVIDENCE OF THE
INÏUENCEOF4IBETAN"UDDHISMINTHE)LKHANIDASWELLASTHE#HAGATAI+HANATES
4HE ÎRST )LKHAN (®LEG® 4IB (U LA HU OR (U LA REG 	 WAS LIKE HIS















!N INTERESTING TESTIMONY OF THE LINK BETWEEN 'EIKHATU REG 	 THE
ÎFTH)LKHANAND4IBETAN"UDDHISMISFOUNDONACOINMINTEDINHISTIMEWHICH
INCLUDES HIS 4IBETO-ONGOL RELIGIOUS NAME 2INCHEN $ORJE RIN CHEN RDO RJE
Ԣ2ASHčDAL$čN*ãMIɼALTAWãRčKHTRANSLATIONIN4HOMAS!LLSEN#ULTUREAND#ONQUEST
IN-ONGOL%URASIA#AMBRIDGE	P


















TO 2ASHčD AL$čN 'HãZãN SPOKE 4IBETAN (E ALSO PATRONIZED AND CONSTANTLY
CONSORTEDWITH LAMASWHOCAME FROM4IBETAND +ASHMIRANDWHOWEREVERY
INÏUENTIALAMONGTHE-ONGOLUPPERCLASSESUPTOHISGENERATION




SECTION CONTAINS FOR EXAMPLE ONE OF THE EARLIEST IF NOT THE EARLIEST	 PIECE OF
EXTERNALEVIDENCE FOR THEASSEMBLINGOF THE+ANJUR BKAÁ ÀGYUR	#ONSIDERING
THAT2ASHčDAL$čNÁS,IFEOF THE"UDDHAWASCOMPOSEDAROUNDBEINGMORE



















+HALILI COLLECTION FORMERLY 2OYAL !SIATIC 3OCIETY ! 	 FOLV L !RABIC VERSION	










IS DISCUSSED HERE BY 0ETER :IEME )NÏUENCE OF 4IBETAN "UDDHISM ON 5YGHUR
CULTUREDURING THE9UAN -ONGOL	PERIOD ISATTESTED TOBOTH IN THENUMEROUS
"UDDHISTTEXTSTHATWERETRANSLATEDFROM4IBETANINTO5YGHURDURINGTHISTIME
ANDALSOINTHEINÏUENCEWHICHCANBEDETECTEDIN"UDDHISTARTINTHE+URUTKA

















IDENTIÎED WITH ANY OF THE THREE ROCKCUT SITES IN THE REGIONS OF -ARãGHA AND
3UL ?ãNIYYA $URING THE -ONGOL PERIOD -ARãGHA WAS THE FOCUS OF SCHOLARLY
EXCHANGESBETWEEN)RANIANAND#HINESEASTRONOMERSFOLLOWINGTHECREATIONOF
ANOBSERVATORYCOMMISSIONEDBY(®LEG®ANDSUPERVISEDBYTHEFAMOUSSCHOLAR
.ã ?IR AL$čN  ?ŊSč D 	 (AVING EXAMINED THESE SITES !ZAD REACHES THE
CONCLUSIONTHATDESPITETHELITERARYEVIDENCEINTHEABSENCEOFANYSPECIÎCALLY
"UDDHISTEPIGRAPHYICONOGRAPHYORARTEFACTSITISDIխCULTTOCONÎRMTHATANY







Ԣ2ASHIDUDDIN &AZLULLAHÁS *AMIÁUÁTTAWARIKH #OMPENDIUM OF #HRONICLES ! (ISTORY OF THE
-ONGOLSTRANS7HEELER-4HACKSTONVOLS#AMBRIDGE	VOLP
Ԣ3EE "ENNO VAN $ALEN À)SLAMIC AND #HINESE !STRONOMY UNDER THE -ONGOLS




FOUNDED BY 1UBILAI +HAN IN HIS NEW CAPITAL NEAR PRESENTDAY "EIJING IN 













!S IN THECOURTOF THE'REAT+HANSAMAJORATTRACTION FOR THE )LKHANSWAS

















&OLLOWING THE DEMISE OF THE -ONGOL EMPIRE ANOTHER AREA OF CULTURAL
INTERACTIONS EMERGED IN ,ADAKH AND "ALTISTAN ALSO KNOWN AS À-IDDLE 4IBETÁ
ANDÀ,ITTLE4IBETÁRESPECTIVELY)NHABITEDBYETHNIC4IBETANSWHOSPEAK4IBETAN
DIALECTS NORTHWESTERN )NDIA HAS WITNESSED VARIOUS FORMS OF COEXISTENCE
BETWEENITSTWOMAINRELIGIONS4IBETAN"UDDHISMAND)SLAM!NESSENTIALFORM







ALLIANCES ACROSS THE "UDDHIST¾-USLIM DIVIDE IN THE (IMALAYAS PRIMARILY AS
DEPICTED IN LOCAL FOLKSONGS AND WRITTEN HISTORIES "RIDAL EXCHANGES AMONG
PEASANTSANDARISTOCRATSIN,ADAKHAND"ALTISTANPRESERVEACCOUNTSOFANAGEOLD
-USLIM¾"UDDHIST SYMBIOSIS CELEBRATING THE INÏUENCEENJOYED BY THE -USLIM
QUEENS IN THE ,ADAKHI COURT AND BY THE DESCENDANTS OF SUCH MARRIAGES 4HE
MARRIAGES WIDENED THE BASIS OF POWER OF THE ROYAL FAMILIES IN QUESTION "OTH
PARTIES WERE EXPECTED TO RESPECT EACH OTHERÁS FAITH AND NEITHER PARTY HAD TO
UNDERGORELIGIOUSCONVERSION4HECONVENTIONOF)SLAMAND"UDDHISMCOEXISTING
INAFAMILYWASCOMMONIN,ADAKHUNTILRECENTTIMES
!S !KASOY MENTIONS THE CONVERSION THEME ALSO APPEARS IN THE EARLIEST
-USLIMSOURCES!LREADY9AɼQŊBčNINTHCENTURY	FOREXAMPLECLAIMSTHATUNDER
AL-AɻMŊNTHE+INGOF4IBETCONVERTEDTO)SLAMANDTHENSENTAGOLDENIMAGE






MYTHICAL DEVISES TO REVERSE AGONIZING REALITIES 4HE POWERFUL ÀOTHERÁ BECOMES
SUBDUEDINONEFORMOROTHER4HECASEOFTHE"UDDHIST+ãLACAKRATANTRAANDITS
3HAMBHALAMYTHPROVIDESUCHACASEOFACONVERSIONNARRATIVE4HE+ãLACAKRA





THEM &OLLOWING THAT THE TH RULER OF 3HAMBHALA WILL REIGN OVER THE ENTIRE









Ԣ&OR SOME OF THESE SEE 'IACOMELLA /ROÎNO À!PROPOS OF 3OME &OREIGN %LEMENTS
IN THE +ãLACAKRATANTRAÁ IN (ELMUT +RASSER ET AL EDS	 4IBETAN 3TUDIES 0ROCEEDINGS OF
THE TH 3EMINAR OF THE )NTERNATIONAL !SSOCIATION FOR 4IBETAN 3TUDIES 'RAZ  VOL 6IENNA
	PPAND!LEXANDER"ERZINÀ(OLY7ARSIN"UDDHISMAND)SLAM4HE-YTHOF
3HAMBHALAÁ À4HE +ALACHAKRA 0RESENTATION OF THE 0ROPHETS OF THE .ON)NDIC )NVADERSÁ

















MENTION OF -ECCA AND THE ÀMANTRAÁ "ISMILLãH HERE WE ENCOUNTER ANOTHER
INTERESTING WORD ¾ THE WORD 4ãRANãTHA USES FOR THE NAME OF THE SAGE OF THE
-USLIMS0AIKHAMPA4HE4IBETANHERE ISDERIVEDFROMTHE0ERSIANWORDFOR
ÀPROPHETÁPAYGAMBAR0 ? ? 퀃? ?	7EMAYALSONOTETHATTHENAMEUSEDHEREFOR






OFTEN NOT CLEAR WHETHER THEY ARE HISTORICAL OR MYTHICAL )MPORTANT ACCOUNTS
OF RELIGIOUS CONVERSION CAN BE FOUND AMONG THE 4IBETAN +ASHMIRI -USLIM
COMMUNITY WHO TRACE THEIR ARRIVAL TO 4IBET TO THE TIME OF THE &IFTH $ALAI
,AMA 	 !N ORAL TRADITION WHICH HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN RECOUNTED BY
-ARC 'ABORIEAU TELLS THE STORY IN WHICH +HAYR AL$čN SECRETLY CONVERTED THE










&IFTH $ALAI ,AMA TO )SLAM AFTER DEFEATING HIM IN A COMPETITION OF MAGIC
)N'ABORIEAUÁSCONTRIBUTIONHERETHEPRESENCEOF-USLIMSIN4IBETBEFORETHE
TIMEOF THE&IFTH$ALAI,AMAÁS REIGN IS TESTIÎEDBY0ORTUGUESEMISSIONARIES IN
4IBETINTHEEARLYSEVENTEENTHCENTURY
7ITH CLEARLY DOCUMENTED -USLIM PRESENCE IN AND AROUND 4IBET FROM THIS




OF CONVERSION TREAD AS 0APAS PUTS IT ÀA DELICATE PATH BETWEEN HISTORY AND
LEGEND ALONG COLLECTIVE MEMORY AND REPRESENTATIONÁ (E RELATES THESE
CONVERSIONNARRATIVESTOABROADERTRADITIONAMONGTHE-USLIMSOFTHE(IMALAYAS










4HROUGHOUT THIS COLLECTION THERE ARE VARIOUS DISCUSSIONS OF THE ROLE OF




'ABORIEAU DISCUSSES THE ROLE OF -USLIMS AND OF THE 0ERSIAN LANGUAGE AS
AN INTERMEDIARY BETWEEN 4IBET AND THE 7EST &OCUSING ON THE USE OF 0ERSIAN




CENTURY MANY OF THE POINTS OF CULTURAL INTERMEDIARIES RAISED IN HIS ESSAY ARE
ALSORELEVANTFOREARLIERTIMESTHEWAYINWHICHCOMMERCEANDDIPLOMACYARE
INTERTWINED INVARIOUS FORMSOFMEDIATIONANDTHEWAY+ASHMIRISWITHTHEIR
INTERNATIONAL NETWORK AND BILINGUAL SKILLS IN 4IBETAN AND 0ERSIAN SERVED AS
IMPORTANTCULTURALINTERMEDIARIES







TO THE MODERN #HINESE GENERAL CATEGORY OF HUI IS THE FOCUS OF $IANA !LTNERÁS
CONTRIBUTION!NOTHERCONTEMPORARYASPECTISPRESENTEDHEREBY*AN-AGNUSSON







CONTEXT 4HESE CONTEMPORARY ISSUES HAVE THEIR RESONANCE IN THE HISTORICAL
PARTS OF THE BOOK 4HE JUXTAPOSITION OF THE HISTORICAL AND THE CONTEMPORARY
INTHISCOLLECTIONMAYHELPUSTOFURTHERUNDERSTANDTHEMULTIPLEFACETSOFTHE
INTERACTIONSDISCUSSEDINTHESEESSAYS
